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Abstract

Association rules are popular form for knowledge discovery domain. They are used for finding interesting relationships
and patterns hidden in large data sets and in the area of associative classification, where usually rules with one item
in the right-hand side are considered. There are many different approaches and algorithms for mining association
rules. One of the most popular group are methods which are based on mining frequent itemsets, usually applied for
data in transaction format. Such data can be transformed to binary information system which corresponds to matrix
data format.

Technological development means that we are dealing with an increasing amount of data that can be heterogeneous,
taking into account their format and location. In this paper, we assume that dispersed data is represented by a finite
set S of information systems with equal sets of attributes. We discuss one of the possible ways to the study association
rules common to all information systems from the set S: building a joint information system for which the set of true
association rules that are realizable for a given row r and have given attribute f on the right-hand side coincides
with the set of association rules that are true for all information systems from S, are realizable for the row r, and
have the attribute f on the right-hand side. We show how to build a joint information system in a polynomial time.
When we build such an information system, we can apply to it various association rule learning algorithms.
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1. Introduction

One of the consequences of technological development is a large set of data that logically belong to the
same system but physically exists scattered taking into account their format and location. These data sources
are collected and processed in order to extract knowledge supporting decision-making processes. Dispersed
data is often represented by a finite set of decision tables [1, 2]. However, data can also be represented by
information systems [3, 4].

Association rules are known and popular data mining technique. Mainly they are used for finding correla-
tions and interesting relationships among data. The most popular application of association rules is market
basket analysis (MBA) which leads to finding associations between different items that customers place in
their shopping baskets. The are many approaches and algorithms for mining association rules. One of the
first, popular approach, on the basis of which many modifications of algorithms were created, concern fre-
quent itemsets, i.e., set of items, that appear frequently together in a transaction data set. Other approaches
are based on vertical data format, GUHA method or mining association rules based on information system,
including dispersed data [5].

In this paper, we assume that we have a finite set S = {I1, . . . , Ik} of information systems in which
columns are labeled with the same attributes f1, . . . , fn. We fix a row r from one of the information systems
from S and an attribute fj ∈ {f1, . . . , fn}, and we consider the set Arules(S, r, fj) of association rules of
the form (fi1 = b1) ∧ · · · ∧ (fim

= bm) → (fj = b) that are true for each information system from S and are
realizable for the row r (cover row r). Our aim is to create tools for the work with association rules from
this set.

To apply different algorithms to the set of information systems S, we need to build an information system
J (joint information system for S, r, and fj) such that Arules({J}, r, fj) = Arules(S, r, fj). In this paper,
we show how to build a joint information systems in a polynomial time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 background information about heterogeneous and
distributed data are presented. It also includes basic terms related to association rules and approaches for
their construction. Section 3, contains description of main notions related to common association rules and
approach for study joint information systems. Section 4 contains short conclusions.

2. Background Information

In this section some basic information related to dispersed and distributed data and association rules are
provided.

2.1. Heterogeneous and Distributed Data

Technological development means that we are dealing with an increasing amount of data. It is collected
and processed in order to extract knowledge supporting decision-making processes. Data collected by differ-
ent companies and institutions are often stored in heterogeneous and distributed systems [6]. Heterogeneity
means that such systems can have different structures and functionality and use various data models. In
addition, the data comes from geographic dispersed different data sources. One of the possible solution
in order to provide decision makers access to heterogeneous and distributed data are integrating systems
which ensure data transformation into common model and storage in a central system, called a data ware-
house [7, 8]. The ETL (Extraction Transformation Loading) software is one of the main elements of a data
warehouse, which is carried out, among others, for transformation data into a common format, consolidation,
cleaning and data aggregation [9]. Then, unified data is loaded into a central data warehouse and analytical
applications are used for knowledge discovery by analyzing trends, anomalies or searching patterns.

A domain which is important in the context of dispersed data is DDM (Distributed Data Mining) which
deals with the problem of finding data patterns in an environment with distributed data and computation [10,
11]. It can be said that DDM offers an alternative approach to the analysis of distributed data that requires
minimal data communication. Usually DDM algorithms involve local data analysis and generation of a
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deals with the problem of finding data patterns in an environment with distributed data and computation [10,
11]. It can be said that DDM offers an alternative approach to the analysis of distributed data that requires
minimal data communication. Usually DDM algorithms involve local data analysis and generation of a

global data model by combining the results of the local analysis. Distributed Data Mining processes can
be applied on either homogeneous or heterogeneous local levels [12] and can be classified into two main
approaches: based on meta-learning system and based on multi-agent system [13]. Meta-learning system
constitutes a learning method at local level. The predicted method from the local level is communicated
to the global level. Learning at the meta-level is based on accumulating experience on the performance
of multiple applications of a learning system [14]. Multi-agent system provides heterogeneous environment
mining by collaborative working. The agent behavior in distributed environment is based on the data from
different distributed sources. In such environment interoperability and performance measures are indicated
as important features. Interoperability concerns working collaboratively with other agents in the entire
system. Performance measures can be improved or impaired by the data distribution in local level.

The approach proposed in the paper allows to create a joint information system and study so-called
common association rules based on distributed, homogeneous i.e, with equal sets of attributes, data sources.

2.2. Association Rules

Association rules are popular form for knowledge discovery domain [15]. Such rules allow to find interesting
relationships and patterns hidden in large data sets. Therefore mining of association rules has many different
applications, as for example, medicine, sales planning, banking, stock trading, telecommunication and others.
It can be said that the application relates to areas, domains where customers collectively purchase a certain
set of items or services. Association rules are related to frequent patterns, i.e. itemsets that appear frequently
in a data set [16]. Frequent itemset can be considered as a set of items, that appear frequently together in a
transaction data set. Knowledge discovered on the basis of known relationships, patterns is used in decision
support processes in various domain and at various levels. One of the first and the most popular application
for mining association rules is market basket analysis. It leads to finding associations between different items
that customers place in their shopping baskets. On this basis, it is possible to plan marketing strategies and
support management in making business decisions regarding the sale of products. Other popular application
of association rules is associative classification where such rules are used for the construction of classifiers [17,
18, 19].

The concept of association rules was introduced in the framework of General Unary Hypotheses Automa-
ton (GUHA) method [20]. It is a general theory of mechanized hypothesis formulation based on mathematical
logic and statistic. There exists similarity with the notion of association rules introduced by Agrawal [21]
where association rules in the framework of GUHA method are considered as general relations (not only
conjunctions of attribute-value pairs) between general Boolean attributes derived from columns of analysed
data matrix.

Association rules can be defined in many ways. Let I = {I1, . . . , Im} be an itemset, i.e., set of items and
D be a database of transactions where each transaction is a nonempty itemset, T ⊆ D. Let A be a set of
items, and it can be said that transaction T contain A if A ⊆ T . An association rule is presented in a form

A → B, (1)

where A ⊂ I, B ⊂ I, A � ∅, B � ∅, and A ∩ B = ∅.
There are different measures of quality of association rules [22, 23]. The most popular ones are support

and confidence. Support supp of the rule (1) in the transaction set D is a percentage of transactions in D
that contain A ∪ B. It indicates the probability that a transaction contains the union of sets A and B.

supp(A → B) = P (A ∪ B). (2)
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Confidence conf of the rule (1) in the transaction set D is the percentage of transactions in D containing
A that also contain B, it indicates conditional probability P (B|A),

conf(A → B) = P (B|A). (3)

These two measures are associated in the way:

conf(A → B) = P (B|A) = sup(A ∪ B)
supp(A) . (4)

Rules that satisfy both minimum support (min_supp) and confidence thresholds (min_conf) are called
strong association rules.

There are different kinds of association rules: boolean association rules, which are used in market basket
analysis [16], multilevel association rules [24], qualitiative association rules [25] which are induced from
buisness data, spatial association rules [26] and others.

In this paper, association rules with one attribute on the right-hand side are considered. Such form of rules
was used in Apriori algorithm implemented by Borgelt [27] and also presented in other papers [28, 29, 30].

In general, mining of association rules can be considered as a process that consists of two main stages:

• Find all frequent itemsets, i.e., they occur at least as frequently as a predetermined minimum support
threshold, min_supp,

• Generate strong association rules from the frequent itemsets, i.e., rules that satisfy minimum support
and minimum confidence thresholds.

There are different algorithms for the construction and optimization of association rules for single in-
formation system, for example different greedy heuristics [29, 31] and dynamic programming approach for
optimization of association rules relative to length and coverage [32].

The classical algorithm for the construction of association rules is the Apriori one proposed by Agarwal [25]
and used for data in transaction format. However, it should be noted that such data can be transformed to
binary information system. The name Apriori was chosen because the algorithm takes into account a prior
knowledge of previous selected frequent itemset and in this case the search space becomes narrowed during
process of association rules construction. The Apriori algorithm has many modifications mainly because
of its limitation as the number of scans over the entire database of transactions. Some of these variations
are described in [16, 33] namely: Hashing and Pruning, Partitioning, Sampling, Dynamic Itemset Counting,
Pattern-Growth Approach, Vertical Data Format, Closed and Max Patterns and many others [34, 35, 23].

The Frequent pattern growth algorithm [16] (Fp-Growth) is similar to the Apriori one and it is somewhat
an improved way to deal with the computational cost of this algorithm, by scanning the entire database
for frequent itemsets. The Fp-Growth algorithm uses the divide-and-conquer approach for finding frequent
itemsets.

Hashing and pruning technique takes into account tackling the reduction of the candidate items as pro-
posed in [36]. The support in this method of association rule mining is counted in the manner of mapping
each generated group of itemsets into buckets of hash tables where these buckets have unique integer labels
based on some hash function and with their bucket counts. The bucket count less than the minimum support
is discarded.

The partitioning algorithm [37] follows the notion of partitioning the database into m-parts which is
expected to overcome memory issues that may arise as a result of large databases. Here the minimum
support for the entire database denoted as min_sup is then accounted for in each partition as the min_sup
× number of transactions in the partition. Each partition then generates a frequent itemset which may not
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be necessarily frequent in relation to the entire database. A combination of all frequent itemsets from all
partitions forms the general frequent itemset of the entire database. However, a second scan is done for the
collection of frequent itemsets from all partitions and pruned with the overall minimum support.

The sampling approach [38] basically takes samples of the transactions of the database that fits the main
memory. However, the main drawback is that there may be other itemsets that were not chosen as samples.
In this case, a much lower relevant minimum support compared to the actual one is used as the threshold.

3. Common Association Rules

In this section, main notions for mining so-called common association rules and approach for creation of
joint information system based on distributed data are presented.

3.1. Main Notions

An information system I is a table filled with numbers from the set ω = {0, 1, 2, . . .} of nonnegative
integers in which columns are labeled with attributes f1, . . . , fn. Each row r of the information system I is
interpreted as an object, and the number in the intersection of the row r and the column fi is interpreted
as the value fi(r) of the attribute fi for the object r.

Any association rule over the set of attributes {f1, . . . , fn} can be represented in the form

(fi1 = b1) ∧ · · · ∧ (fim = bm) → (fj = b), (5)

where fj ∈ {f1, . . . , fn}, fi1 , . . . , fim ∈ {f1, . . . , fn} \ {fj}, and b1, . . . , bm, b ∈ ω. We will say that this
rule is based on the attribute fj . The rule (5) is called realizable for a row r = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ ωn if ai1 =
b1, . . . , aim

= bm. This rule is called true for the information system I if, for any row r′ of I such that the
rule (5) is realizable for r′, fj(r′) = b – see Fig. 1.

I0 =

f1 f2 f3 f4
1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0

(f1 = 0) ∧ (f2 = 0) → (f4 = 1)

Figure 1. Information system I0 and association rule, which is based on the attribute f4, is true for the information system I0,
and is realizable for the row (0, 0, 0, 1)

3.2. Joint Information Systems

Let S = {I1, . . . , Ik} be a finite nonempty set of information systems in which columns are labeled
with the same attributes f1, . . . , fn. Let r = (a1, . . . , an) be a row of an information system from S and
fj ∈ {f1, . . . , fn}. We denote by Arules(S, r, fj) the set of association rules over the set of attributes
{f1, . . . , fn} each of which is based on the attribute fj , is realizable for the row r, and is true for each
information system from S.

Our aim is to construct so called joint information system J for which

Arules({J}, r, fj) = Arules(S, r, fj). (6)

In the information system J = J(S, r, fj), columns are labeled with the attributes f1, . . . , fn. This infor-
mation system contains row r and all rows r′ from the information systems I1, . . . , Ik such that fj(r) � fj(r′)
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(we keep only one row from any group of equal rows) – see Fig. 2. Note that the information system J can
be constructed in a polynomial time.

It is easy to show that the set of rules Arules({J}, r, fj) ∪ Arules(S, r, fj) is a subset of the set A of rules
of the form

(fi1 = ai1) ∧ · · · ∧ (fim
= aim

) → (fj = aj), (7)

where fi1 , . . . , fim
∈ {f1, . . . , fn} \ {fj}. To show that the equality (6) holds, it is enough to prove that, for

any rule ρ ∈ A, ρ � Arules({J}, r, fj) if and only if ρ � Arules(S, r, fj). It is clear that each rule from A
is based on the attribute fj and is realizable for the row r. Let ρ � Arules({J}, r, fj). Then the rule ρ is
not true for J and there exists a row r′ from J such that ρ is realizable for r′ and fj(r) � fj(r′). It is clear
that r′ is a row from an information system Ii from S. Then ρ is not true for Ii and ρ � Arules(S, r, fj).
Let ρ � Arules(S, r, fj). Then there exists an information system Ii ∈ S for which ρ is not true and there
exists a row r′ from Ii such that ρ is realizable for r′ and fj(r) � fj(r′). It is clear that r′ is a row from the
information system J . Then ρ is not true for J , and ρ � Arules({J}, r, fj). Thus, the equality (6) holds.

I1 =

f1 f2 f3
1 1 1
0 1 0
1 1 0

I2 =

f1 f2 f3
1 1 1
0 1 1
1 0 0

J(S, r, f3) =

f1 f2 f3
1 0 0
1 1 1
0 1 1

Figure 2. Joint information system J(S, r, f3) for the set of information systems S2 = {I1, I2}, row r = (1, 0, 0), and attribute f3

4. Conclusions

Association rules plays important role in knowledge discovery domain because they are used for finding
patters and interesting relationships hidden in the data. They have many applications especially in the
domains where customers collectively purchase a certain set of items or services. Knowledge discovered on
this basis is used in decision support systems in various domains. There are plenty of algorithms for mining
of association rules which are based on frequent itemsets (Apriori algorithm), vertical data format (Eclat
algorithm) and information systems (greedy heuristics, dynamic programming approaches). It should be also
noted that transaction data based on which association rules are mined can also be dispersed in different
locations which affects the efficiency of induction methods.

In this paper we have shown how to reduce the problem of the study of common association rules for
a dispersed set of information systems with equal sets of attributes to the study of association rules for a
single information system. The proposed approach allows us to generalize known methods for the study of
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f1 f2 f3
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